Let G = (V; E) be a directed graph with n vertices. For each e 2 E there is an associated reward r e ; the n n matrix A = a ij ] is de ned by a ij = r ij if ij 2 E and a ij = ?1 if ij 6 2 E. The max-algebra system of equations y(k) = y(k?1) A is a deterministic dynamic programming recursion for the maximum total reward y i (k) when the system is in state i at stage k and the one-stage transition reward matrix is A; when r ij represents the duration of activities that begin and end with the occurrence of events i and j, respectively, this is a discrete-event simulation. Max-algebra systems have also been used to simulate certain automated manufacturing systems. If G is strongly connected, the solution exhibits periodic behavior after an initial transient: if is the maximum cycle mean in G, then y(k+d A ) = y(k)+d A 1 for all k K A , where K A and d A are the max-algebra transient and period of the matrix A. For given initial conditions y(0), the transient K and period of the system may satisfy K < K A and < d A .
Introduction and Notation
Let G = (V; E) be a directed graph with n vertices. An s; t-walk W is a forwardly directed arc progression from an initial vertex s to a terminal vertex t; more precisely, W is a sequence of arcs v 0 v 1 ; v 1 
]).
With each e 2 E, we associate a reward r e ; these determine the range = max e2E r e ?min e2E r e . The total reward of a walk W is r(W) = P e2W r e , the mean reward of W is (W ) = r(W)=jWj, and we say that an s; t-walk W is maximum if r(W) r(W 0 ) for all s; t-walks W 0 of length jWj. For a discounting factor with 0 < < 1, the -discounted reward of W = e 1 ; e 2 ; : : : ; e k is r (W ) = P k j=1 j?1 r(e j ); the -averaged reward of W is (W ) = r (W )=(1? jWj ), and we say that an s; t-walk W is -maximum if r (W ) r (W 0 ) for all s; t-walks W 0 of length jWj. Note that unlike r(W) and (W ), r (W ) and (W ) depend on the ordering of the arcs in W.
A path is a walk that visits each vertex at most once, and a cycle is an s; t-path together with the arc ts. The maximum cycle mean is = maxf (C) : C 2 Cg; where C is the set of all cycles in G. Any cycle C with with (C) = is called a critical cycle and each arc in a critical cycle is called a critical arc. Let G = (V ; E ) be the subgraph induced by the critical arcs, and let G i = (V i ; E i ) for i = 1; 2; : : : ; m be the strongly connected components of G . For each i, the period d i of G i is the greatest common divisor of the lengths of cycles in G i . We also have occasion to consider \restricted" cycle means; if F E contains a cycle, we de ne F = maxf (C) : C 2 C; C Fg.
In the discounted case, let J = C2C V (C) be the set of vertices contained in a cycle, and for j 2 J let C j be the set of closed j-walks which are also cycles. A cycle C 2 C j with (C) = maxf (C) : C 2 C j g is a -critical j-cycle, and a cycle C which is a -critical j-cycle for each j 2 V (C) is a -critical cycle. In the undiscounted case, it is not neccessary to restrict attention to cycles because if W is a closed walk with (W ) = , then W is composed of critical cycles. In the discounted case, it is possible for a closed j-walk W to have (W ) < (C) for all C 2 C j because it contains -critical i-cycles for some i 6 = j (see Lemma 6) . Note that nding a -critical j-cycle in NP-hard; there is a simple reduction from HAMILTON PATH, which is known to be NP-complete 14] . If G = (V; E) is a directed graph with source s and sink t, we set r e = 1 for e 2 E and add the arc ts with r ts = 0. The resulting directed graph has a t-cycle C with (C) (1? n?1 )=(1? )(1? n ) if and only if G has a hamilton s; t-path.
Preliminary Lemmas
First we state a lemma, which is an elementary application of the pigeonhole principle (see Brualdi In bounding the transient, we make use of the following bound for the Frobenius problem; in addition, its proof illustrates the way Lemma 1 is utilized throughout the paper. If we were to remove i copies of C i , the resulting multiplicities might violate condition (ii), so let T be a minimal set of arcs in W 0 such that P C T is connected and spans V (W 0 ), and choose a minimal subset I f1; 2; : : : ; dg such that T i2I C i . Since I is minimal, jIj n?jCj; because jW 0 j n 2 and jPj < n, we must have 
is a -maximum s; t-walk such that j i 2 J for i = 1; 2; : : : ; d and jRj is as small as possible, where R = R 0 +R 1 + +R d . If jRj > n 2 , then the s; t-walk R must visit some vertex j more than n times. The rst n+1 visits to vertex j in R induce a decomposition W = P+W 1 + +W n +Q of W into an s; j-walk P, n closed j-walks W 1 ; : : : ; W n and a j; t-walk Q. Since W is -maximum, Lemma 5(a) implies that (W 1 ) (W 2 ) (W n ). Since W 1 is a closed j-walk, there must be a j-walk which is also a cycle and so j 2 J.
If (C j ) < (W 1 ), then Lemma 6 implies that W 1 = S +T for some j; v-walk S and v; j-walk T, and there is a cycle C E(W) with u 6 2 V (C) which is a closed v-walk such that (C) > (T +S). This implies that
Since jCj n?1, Lemma 1 implies that there exists 1 i < k n such that jW i+1 + +W k j = mjCj for some integer m > 0. (W 1 ). Then since jC j j n, Lemma 1 implies that there exists 0 i < k n such that jW i+1 + +W k j = mjC j j for some integer m > 0. Let c W = P +W 1 + +W i +mC j +W k+1 + +W n +Q: where D = f1; 2; : : : ; dg J. For i < j, let W ij = R i +m i+1 C i+1 + +m j?1 C j?1 +R j?1 ; so that W ik = W ij +m j C j +W jk for i < j < k. We will de ne a linear ordering on D as follows: for each i < j, if (C i ) > r (W ij )+ jW ij j (C j ) then i j; otherwise, j i. Next we will show that if i j and j k, then i k.
First suppose that i < j < k. Then (C i ) > r (W ij )+ jW ij j (C j ) = r (W ij )+ jW ij j r (m j C j )+ jm j C j j (C j ) = r (W ij +m j C j )+ jW ij +m j C j j (C j ) > r (W ij +m j C j )+ jW ij +m j C j j r (W jk )+ jW jk j (C k ) = r (W ik )+ jW ik j (C k ) so that i k. If k < i < j and k i, then k j by the previous case. Since this would contradict our assumption that j k, we must have i k. If j < k < i and k i, then we obtain the contradiction that j i. Next suppose that k < j < i. Then (C k ) r (W kj )+ jW kj j (C j ) = r (W kj )+ jW kj j r (m j C j )+ jm j C j j (C j ) = r (W kj +m j C j )+ jW kj +m j C j j (C j ) r (W kj +m j C j )+ jW kj +m j C j j r (W ji )+ jW ji j (C i ) = r (W ki )+ jW ki j (C i ) so that i k. If i < k < j and k i, then j i by the previous case. Since this would contradict our assumption that i j, we must have i k. If j < i < k and k i, then we obtain the contradiction that k j.
Since is a linear ordering on D, there must be an element i 2 D such that i j for all j 6 = i. If P j6 =i m j < jC i j, then W = S+m i C i +T where jS+Tj = jRj + P j6 =i m j jC j j n 2 +n P j6 =i m j n 2 +n(n?1) < 2n 2 : Next we will show that if P j6 =i m j jC i j, we can replace most of the cycles C j with j 6 = i by copies of C i , resulting in a -maximum walk W 0 containing copies of C i and fewer than 2n 2 other arcs. If P j6 =i m j jC i j, then Lemma 1 implies that there are non-negative integers n j with n j m j for j 6 = i such that P j6 =i n j jC j j = mjC i j and P j6 =i (m j ?n j ) < jC i j. Let r ii = (1? ) (C i ) be the reward of a loop ii at vertex i, so that (ii) = (C i ). Lemma 5(c) implies that for j = 1; 2; : : : ; i?1 we can replace n j copies of C j by n j jC j j copies of ii between R i?1 and C i , and for j = k; k?1; : : : ; i+1 we can replace n j copies of C j by n j jC j j copies of ii between C i and R i , without decreasing r (W ). This results in a -maximum walk W 0 containing P j6 =i n j jC j j = mjC i j copies of ii between R i?1 and R i , which by Lemma 5(b) can be replaced by m copies of C i without changing r (W 0 For a strongly connected directed graph G, Schneider and Schneider 18] show how to compute potentials v for v 2 V such that the rewards r e de ned by r uv = r uv ? u + v for uv 2 E are max-balanced; that is, for every arc f, there is a cycle C f with f 2 C f such that r e r f for all arcs e 2 C f . This condition implies that each critical arc f satis es r f = ; in fact, it uniquely determines r e for all e 2 E. Let 0 be the largest value such that the subgraph G = (V ; E ) induced by the level set E = fe 2 E : r e g has a strongly connected component whose vertex-set is disjoint from V ; it must be the case that 0 = (C) for some cycle C 2 C, from which it follows that ? 0 . there is a cycle C f with f 2 C f such that r e r f for all arcs e 2 C f . Since r(C f ) = r (C f ) jC f j, we must have (C f ) E(W) . Theorem 4 implies that there is an s; t-walk W 0 E(W) C f of length jWj that contains f and has r(W 0 ) r(W); since W is maximum, it must be the case that (C f ) = E(W) and hence r e = for all e 2 C f . Repeated use of this argument shows that r e = for all e 2 Q. Since Remark: If G is not strongly connected, it is not su cient to combine the bounds from each connected component; the transient also depends on the di erences between maximum cycle means in these components, and the structure of the acyclic directed graph which results when they are contracted.
Note: This bound on K A is tight to within a constant factor, as can be seen by the example in Figure 1 . Here C is a cycle of length m with r e = for all e 2 C , C 0 is a cycle of length m with r e = 0 for all e 2 C 0 , P is a path of length m?3, and r e = 0 for all e 6 2 C C 0 . If 0 < 0 < , this results in a strongly connected directed graph with n = 3m?1 vertices and rewards r e that are max-balanced. It is not hard to show that if W Computing y(k) for k = 1; 2; : : : is equivalent to simulating the dynamic behavior of the system. For any initial condition y(0), the system eventually exhibits some kind of periodic \steady-state" behavior. Although the transient period that precedes the periodic steady state can be avoided by starting with steady-state initial conditions (a left-eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue in the max-algebra), it is also of interest to study the transient behavior starting from an arbitrary initial condition, for example when starting with an empty system or after a disruption such as a machine breakdown. The computing time required to simulate the system can be signi cant, due to the unpredictable duration of this transient behavior. Hence we might be satis ed with computing or bounding the average cycle time (y j (N)?y j (0))=N over the rst N production cycles, as well as other summary statistics. and jRj+jSj+jTj < n. This is a contradiction, and the rest of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 8.
In this section, we will show that both K A and K can be computed in O(n 3 log K A +n 3 log d A ) time and can be computed in O(n 3 log n log d A ) additional time; here the n 3 factor represents the time required to perform a max-algebra matrix multiplication. be O(n 3 log K A ), since at most 4dlog K A e max-algebra matrix multiplications are required, and the storage space will be O(n 2 log K A ).
To show that this is indeed a polynomial algorithm, we need to show that both log K A and log d A are bounded by a polynomial in size(A), the number of bits required to encode the matrix A (see Schrijver 19,  
Deterministic Dynamic Programming
The max-algebra system of equations y(k) = y(k?1) A is a (forward) In this section, we will show that Theorem 4 yields a strongly polynomial O(n 3 log n) algorithm using O(n 2 log n) storage space for this problem. In the discounted case, Theorem 7 yields a strongly polynomial O(n 4 ) algorithm using O(n 2 log n) storage space for nite horizon discounted deterministic dynamic programming problems; this same approach can be used to solve the in nite horizon discounted deterministic dynamic programming problem in O(n 4 ) time and O(n 2 ) storage space. For both discounted and undiscounted dynamic programming problems, the optimal policy is stationary for all but O(n 2 ) stages; in the lion's share of stages, the optimal policy just follows one of a collection of vertex-disjoint cycles C 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C d . In the undiscounted case, these cycles can be identi ed by max-balancing the graph G (the max-balancing conditions only apply to arcs in strongly connected components, so we impose an additional condition on the arcs between strongly connected components). In O(n 2 ) time, we can nd the strongly connected components G i = (V i ; E i ) of G, and order them so that if an arc uv 2 E has u 2 V i then v 2 V j for some j i. In O(n 3 ) time, the algorithm in Young et al. 20] can be used to compute a max-balancing potential for each strongly connected component; then by subtracting j from v for each v 2 V j , we obtain a potential which max-balances each strongly connected component, and satis es the additional condition that r f < r e for all e 2 i E i and f 6 2 i E i . In the process, we can also nd a collection C 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C d of vertex-disjoint cycles, one from each isolated strong component.
Next we compute y(n 2 ) in O(n 3 log n) time as indicated above, and a corresponding optimal policy in O(n 3 ) time. To compute y(N ?n 2 ) from y(n 2 ), suppose W is a maximal s; t-walk of length N. If W = S+mC q +T with jS +T j < n 2 and its terminal section of length n 2 is a j; t-walk, then its intitial section of length n 2 must be an s; i-walk, where i is such that C q contains an i; j-path P of length N ?2n 2 (mod jC q j). This allows us to set y j (N ?n 2 ) = y i (n 2 )+ (C q )(N ?2n 2 ?jPj)+r(P). If j 6 2 d q=1 V (C q ), we simply set y j (N ?n 2 ) = ?1 (we know that there is an optimal policy that does not visit state j at stage N ?n 2 ). From y(N ?n 2 ), we compute y(N) in O(n 3 log n) time as indicated above, and an optimal policy for the last n 2 stages in O(n 3 ) time. The optimal policy is stationary for n 2 < k N ?n 2 , as it just follows one of the cycles C 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C d .
This \turnpike" result (in the sense of Benjamin 4]) complements the fact that there is an optimal policy which is stationary for k K A ; these policies will in general not be the same. (The fact that K A can be large is indicative of the e ect of the initial and terminal sections on the optimal policy for nite horizon undiscounted dynamic programming problems.) The same approach can be used to compute A N in O(n 3 log n) time and O(n 2 ) storage space. Further, it can be used to obtain strongly polynomial algorithms for computing K A and K, but the running times are O(n 6 ) and O(n 5 ), so the straight-forward approach of the previous section is likely to be faster.
The connection between the maximum cycle mean and the potential also gives insight into the discounted case. Dantzig et al. 12 ] formulate the maximum cycle mean problem as the linear programming problem maximize P e2E r e x e subject to P e2E x e = 1
P vu2E x vu ? P uv2E x uv = 0 (v 2 V ) x e 0 (e 2 E)
The dual of (7) is the linear programming problem minimize subject to
and , is an optimal solution to the dual problem. In the discounted case, the analog of (7) is the generalized network ow problem maximize P e2E r e x e subject to P vu2E x vu ? P uv2E x uv = (1? )=n (v 2 V ) (8) x e 0 (e 2 E) where the demands are chosen so that P e2E x e = 1. The dual of (8) is minimize P v2V y v (1? )=n subject to y u ? y v r uv (uv 2 E) (9) It is not hard to show that (9) has a unique optimal solution y , and that y v is the maximum -discounted reward, starting in state v; in fact, each basic solution to (8) corresponds to a (stationary) optimal policy. The -critical subgraph G = (V ; E ) induced by the arcs contained in -critical cycles C with y u ? y v = r uv for all uv 2 C plays the same role in the discounted case as G does in the undiscounted case.
To compute y , we must extend the max-algebra matrix product to the discounted case. Let the -product A( ) A be the n n matrix whose ij-th entry is max k fa ik + a kj g; if we let A ( )1 = A and A ( )k = A( ) A ( )k?1 for k 2, then the ij-th entry of A ( )k is the maximum -discounted reward of an i; j-walk of length k. First in O(n 4 ) time we compute A ( )k for k = 2; 3; : : : ; n keeping track of the maximum -averaged reward of a closed j-walk of length at most k (which might be ?1). Let b j be the maximum -averaged reward of a closed j-walk of length at most n; then y = A ( )n ( n ) b. To see this, note that y b and y = A( ) y so that y = A ( )n ( n ) y A ( )n ( n ) b; on the other hand, there is a term in this last n -product which corresponds to following the optimal policy. This allows us to compute y in O(n 4 ) time using O(n 2 ) storage space.
In the discounted case, y(k?1) = A( ) y(k) is a more natural (backward) O(log N) time per state at each stage. Next we will show how nd an optimal policy for this problem in O(n 4 ) time using O(n 2 log n) storage space; as in the undiscounted case, we need only consider an N-horizon problem with N > 6n 2 . First we compute y(N ?3n 2 ) from y(N) in O(n 3 log n) time as indicated above, and an optimal policy for the last 3n 2 stages in O(n 3 ) time.
In the undiscounted case, an optimal dual solution ; was used to identify the vertex-disjoint cycles C 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C d via r ; the values r e for non-critical arcs e were determined by the max-balancing conditions. In the discounted case, the optimal dual solution y is unique, and the dual constraints must be relaxed. It turns out that the \ -potential" b, which coincides with y on the -critical subgraph, plays the same role as the max- . But (C) b i because C is a closed i-walk of length at most n; hence (C) = b i . Similarly, if C = P +Q for some i; j-path P, then (Q+P ) b j ; otherwise, writing W 0 = S+P+jW j j(Q+P)+U for some j; t-walk U, we could replace jW j j copies of Q+P by jCj copies of W j , resulting in an s; t-walk c To compute y(3n 2 ) from y(N?3n 2 ), suppose W is a -maximum s; t-walk such that W = S+mC q +T with jS+Tj < 3n 2 and its terminal section of length 3n 2 is a j; t-walk. Then its intitial section of length 3n 2 must be an s; i-walk,
